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Kelvin Hughes INBS  
Integrated Navigation Bridge System
HENSOLDT UK has been providing Integrated Navigation Bridge Systems for many 
years which increase operator situational awareness through the removal of duplicated 
information and hardware, while still retaining the system redundancy required. Concise 
up to date information is provided through the Multifunction Display views and overlay 
facilities which are designed to present a turnkey, uniform and consistent interface for the 
system operators and maintainers.



Kelvin Hughes INBS
Integrated Navigation Bridge System

A fully integrated, turnkey solution
The HENSOLDT UK solution offers a turnkey, market leading user interface, for ease of operation and 
maintenance with full integration to navigation equipment and sensors. The underlying functionality has been 
designed for an integrated navigation system (INS) to comply with International Maritime Organisation (IMO) 
requirements of Resolution MSC.252(83), as amended by Resolution MSC.452(99), NATO ANEP77 as well as 
major classification societies. This is complemented by a modular architecture and standard interfaces allowing 
the efficient integration of sensors to form an INBS that is tailored to the Customer’s needs.

True multifunction task solutions
Kelvin Hughes Multifunction Displays (MFDs) provide configurable access to all critical 
tasks such as Radar, WECDIS, Tactical Display, Conning, Bridge Alarm Management and a 
host of other information, while maintaining the ability to view external systems – all from a 
central user focused MFD console. 

All external applications are connected via secure gateways, meaning failure of external 
equipment cannot spread across the critical navigation network.

Kelvin Hughes MFDs incorporate a space saving, minimalistic design, which reduces the 
installation cost to operators, providing exceptional reliability, and allows for simple retrofit 
solutions to be offered to all vessels.

User centric design
Kelvin Hughes’ patented 3-button operation allows for unparalleled simplicity of operation. 
Extensive feedback from military and commercial customers has resulted in an immediately 
recognisable user interface that provides the operator all the information required on 
demand, with minimal effort.

The system is designed to facilitate Bridge Resource Management (BRM) procedures. 
The latest addition to this is the inclusion of a common track label across all MFDs, which 
allows each operator to talk about a common target number. This ensures that there is no 
misunderstanding when discussing targets.

Tactical features
The tactical features for the INBS include:

Improved system 
usability & efficiency
The Kelvin Hughes INBS 
brings together all the critical 
components into one place, in 
an easy to use, configurable 
design.

Rapid access to 
key navigational 
information
The Kelvin Hughes INBS 
supports navigators by 
providing easy to access 
critical data via a common 
interface, advanced and 
cutting-edge technologies and 
state-of-the-art radars.

Enhance ship visibility 
& protection
The Kelvin Hughes INBS 
incorporates X and S-band 
solid-state Doppler, Enhanced 
Pulse Compressed radar 
technology and Enhanced 
Target Detection with 360º 
visibility to detect and track 
targets, all in one secure 
integrated navigation system.

What are the key challenges and how  
can this innovative solution help?

Crowded and 
confusing environment 
As bridge systems evolve 
they become a collection of 
disparate technologies and 
solutions, creating a crowded 
and confusing environment.

Access to real-time 
information 
Real-time access to clearly 
visible information on the 
status of the vessel is critical 
for ship safety.

Situation awareness 
and system security 
Essential systems must 
operate within a secure and 
integrated software platform, 
providing better visibility and 
enhanced protection from 
cyber-attack.

• Sector Transmission & Screens
• ESM Bearings
• FOC, Dogbox & Plan Cordon for ASW
• Gun Mount & Director Bearings
• Radar and WAIS data fusion
• Bathymetry Navigation
• Safe Helicopter Operating Limits

• Target Indication
• Relative Velocity Calculations
• Blind Pilotage
• Helicopter Control Graphics
• Display of Tactical Symbols
• 2D/3D Tactical Views

Dual PPI SHOL

Enhanced Target Detection Helicopter Approach

WECDIS

Conning
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• QUADOME 3D Radar: modular, highly reliable, countermeasure-resistant, 
medium-range air and surface surveillance system.

• MSSR 2000 IFF: designed for a wide range of operational needs, for civil and 
military air surveillance applications at air, land and sea.

• LYNCEA Mission Management System: embedded naval surveillance and 
defence CMS, for use on patrol boats and surveillance frigates. 

• MEOS II Electro-optical device: fully stabilised, compactly designed surveillance 
system which bundles various state-of-the-art sensors. 

• Lygarion Datalink: facilitates the secure and real-time acquisition and exchange 
of operational data between multiple military platforms.

Distributed and reliable
Data Management and Distributed system (DMDS) checks, validates and distributes 
sensors data. The system is designed so that no one component should cause a loss 
of core functionality. All critical components operate with dual redundancy.

All data is collected and shared via a LAN providing maximum flexibility to meet 
customer specific configurations.

HENSOLDT Integrated Solution


